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Abstract: Osteosarcoma, the most common malignant primary bone tumor, is currently treated with chemotherapy
and surgery. The effectiveness of chemotherapy is evaluated by means of histological analysis of tumor necrosis,
known as “the Huvos score”. However, 25% of the patients initially considered good responders will relapse. In our
practice, strong tissue heterogeneity around the residual viable cells of the osteosarcoma is observed, but this is
not taken into account by the Huvos score, as it is only an average. The objective is to determine whether heterogeneity in the osteosarcoma’s microenvironment can play a role in the histological response to chemotherapy. Two
complementary approaches have been developed: (i) the therapeutic response to several monotherapies (ifosfamide, cisplatin, doxorubicin) has been compared to tumor growth and the necrosis levels in different preclinical
syngeneic osteosarcoma models, mimicking various microenvironments by injecting the tumor cells into subcutaneous, intra-muscular paratibial, or intra-osseous sites; (ii) a retrospective analysis was performed on patients’ osteoblastic osteosarcoma biopsies. Tissue localization mapping of residual live tumor cell colonies was evaluated for
potential correlation with overall survival. The results of the preclinical studies showed a difference in tumor growth
depending on the osteosarcoma model, with a higher rate in bone sites compared to subcutaneous tumors. For the
therapeutic response, a higher response to doxorubicin was observed in the intra-osseous model compared to the
intra-muscular model for tumor growth (P = 0.013) and necrosis (P = 0.007). These data strongly suggest that the
microenvironment plays a role in how osteosarcoma responds to chemotherapy. The retrospective analysis showed
no significant survival difference between residual cell sites, although the soft tissues may be seen as a potential
negative factor.
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Introduction
Osteosarcoma, derived from mesenchymal
bone-forming cells, is the most common malignant primary bone tumor. Annual incidence of
osteosarcoma in the general population is 5
cases per million [1]. Although this tumor is
mostly characterized as being of the conventional osteoblastic type, other histological subtypes can be observed [2] (fibroblastic, chondroblastic, telangiectasia), with strong intratumoral histologic heterogeneity [3, 4]. The
long-term survival prognostic factors describ-

ed in the literature are: location and size of the
tumor, presence of metastasis, response to
chemotherapy determined by the Huvos and
Rosen score, as well as the quality of the tumor resection [5-7]. Osteosarcoma treatment
is codified as part of a multidisciplinary care
protocol and has not really changed in thirty
years: it combines neo-adjuvant chemotherapy
with surgical resection and adjuvant chemotherapy. The most commonly used chemotherapy drugs are high-dose methotrexate, cisplatin,
ifosfamide, and doxorubicin for example [8].
Modifying the adjuvant chemotherapy protocol
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is decided in relation to the histological response to neo-adjuvant chemotherapy on the
resection piece. This analysis quantifies tumor
necrosis and classifies patients into good and
bad responders (known as the Huvos and
Rosen score) [9]. This score is based on the
number of remaining viable tumor cells, with
good responders defined as having a rate of
less than 10% [10]. This prognostic criterion is
essential and guides the postoperative chemotherapy regimen. However, 25% of the
patients initially considered good responders
will relapse [9, 11]. Currently, the number of
viable tumor cells is an average count which is
made globally without distinguishing between
different areas or different types of tissue. Our
practice, along with data from the literature,
shows that on a post-chemotherapy resection
piece, the resection necrotic areas are heterogeneous with some areas with complete necrosis and some with an absence of necrosis. A
unique study by Picci et al indicated that the
preferential survival zones for osteosarcoma
cells on post-chemotherapy resection pieces
are observed in soft tissues [12]. The aims of
the present work are to complete this initial
study at preclinical and clinical levels, first by
developing relevant animal models that mimic
different microenvironments, and second by
means of retrospective clinical assessment on
survival.
The concept of microenvironment has recently
emerged. It considers tumors as organs with
complex interactions with the stroma, and not
as merely simple clusters of autonomous tumor
cells. This provides us with an opportunity for
understanding tumor progression that may
apply to osteosarcomas [13]. Bone is composed of many distinct cell types (osteoblasts,
osteoclasts, chondrocytes, MSC (mesenchymal
stem cells), hematopoietic cells, endothelial
cells, immune cells) and is the site of major
interactions balanced by bone formation and
bone resorption. This complex osseous microenvironment influences the development and
progression of osteosarcomas [14]. Our scientific hypothesis is that overall averaged therapeutic response assessment of the tumor
piece, as obtained with the Huvos and Rosen
score, currently masks the potential significance of post-chemotherapy necrosis heterogeneity. Cell interactions between the microenvironment and the tumor may modulate the
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chemotherapy response, as suggested by Junttila or Hanahan [13, 15], with tumor response
that differs depending on the type of tissue at
the expense of which the tumor grows (soft tissue, cancellous bone, cortical bone). This variability may be explained by differences in environmental characteristics at the immune cell,
architectural [16-18], or vascular levels, as well
as at the chemical level by variations in pH or
oxygenation [19-21]. Knowledge and understanding of necrosis distribution depending on
the microenvironment may improve our prognostic criteria and better guide postoperative
chemotherapy.
In order to validate our hypothesis, we will
develop two complementary approaches: (i) in
collaboration with pathologists, we will carry
out a retrospective study of osteosarcoma
resection pieces obtained after chemotherapy.
This will make it possible to assess necrosis
heterogeneity (different kinds of tissues) in correlation with disease prognosis; (ii) an in vivo
experimental approach on syngenic MOS-J
murine osteosarcoma models will be developed to compare the chemotherapy response
between various tumor implantation sites mimicking different microenvironments (pure bone,
muscle tissue with periosteum denudation or
subcutaneous tissue) to study the influence
of these different microenvironments on the
therapeutic response. This modeling approach
should provide us with better understanding of
both the molecular and/or cellular mechanisms
that may influence the response to chemotherapy, and their prognostic significance for better
therapy.
Materials and methods
In vitro experiments
Cell line and culture: The murine MOS-J osteosarcoma cell line used for both the in vitro and
in vivo experiments developed from a spontaneous osteosarcoma in the C57BL/6J mouse
strain [22]. All experiments were performed
under sterile conditions using a vertical laminar
flow hood (PSM Securiplus, Astec, France). The
cells were grown in 25, 75, 175 cm2 or triple
175 cm2 flasks (FalconTM, Becton Dickinson
Labware, JN, USA) in RPMI (Roswell Park
Memorial Institute, Biowhitakker, Verviers,
Belgium) culture medium supplemented with
5% FCS (Fetal Calf Serum, Hyclone Perbio,
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Vigneux, France). The plates were seeded at a
density of 104 cells/cm2, then incubated in a
saturated humidity atmosphere containing 5%
CO2 at 37°C. During subculturing, cells were
detached at confluence with a Trypsin-EDTA
solution [Biowhittaker, Trypsin: 0.5 g/L; EDTA
(Ethylene Diamine Tetra-acetic Acid): 0.5 g/L].
Trypsin was neutralized by adding 10% FCS into
the culture medium, then centrifuged at 1600
rpm for 5 minutes. The cell count was realized
on a Malassez cell. When cell amplification was
required for the in vivo experiments, MOS-J
cells were detached at between 70 and 80%
confluence, to obtain a potentially optimal
comparable division from one operation to
another.
Cell proliferation test: A proliferation assay was
performed to determine for the MOS-J cell line
its in vitro susceptibility to the chemotherapy
drugs commonly used in the osteosarcoma API
therapeutic protocol [10]: doxorubicin, ifosfamide (mafosfamide, the active form of ifosfamide was used for in vitro testing, as ifosfamide requires metabolic activation) and
cisplatin. The MOS-J cells were seeded in
96-well plates at a density of 3000 cells per
well. After 24 hours of culture to allow the cells
to adhere, the cells were incubated with different treatments in fresh medium with concentrations ranging from 0.01 μM to 100 μM, at
37°C for 48 hours. The cell viability rate compared to control untreated cells was determined by crystal violet staining. After cell
attachment, the cells were treated with 1% glutheraldehyde for 5 minutes followed by rinsing,
then the cells were stained with 0.1% crystal
violet. The dye was solubilized in Sorensen’s
solution (45% Ethanol, 20 nM HCl, citrate trisodium 35 nm) and the absorbance was measured in a spectrophotometer at 420 nm. The
dose-response curves and the doses inducing
50% of the maximum effect (IC50) were determined for each molecule using GraphPad-Prism
software (Center for Opportunities, USA). These
manipulations were reproduced twice.
In vivo experiments
Murine models: Animal experiments were performed on mice housed in the Experimental
Therapeutic Unit (Medical School, Nantes,
France; agreement n°D-44045) in accordance
with protocols approved by the Regional Ethics
Committee on Animal Experimentation (CEEA
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PdL 6) and the Ministry of Agriculture, under
the direction of investigators certified for animal experiments. Four-week-old male C57BL/
6J mice from Janvier Labs (Le Genest-SaintIsle, France) were used. For each experiment,
one week of adaptation to the environment was
required before starting the manipulation, with
the mice being randomized into different cages. The MOS-J tumor cells were injected into
various sites in order to mimic different microenvironments. All tumor cell injections were
performed under general anesthesia (isoflurane 1.5% air-1 L/min) after disinfection with
betadine, within one hour of detaching the
cells. Preliminary experiments were performed
to determine the best cell number for obtaining
reproducible kinetics and optimal growth.
Injection models: Three models were developed: intra-muscular, intra-osseous and subcutaneous. (i) intra-muscular paratibial injections
were carried out percutaneously on mid-diaphyseal tibia after needle periosteum denudation,
with 3.106 MOS-J cells prepared in a solution of
50 μL phosphate buffered saline (PBS); (ii)
intra-osseous injections were carried out after
a sub-centimeter infero-lateral incision to the
tibial tuberosity in order to expose the bone:
the cortical bone was punctured with a needle
by a rotary movement and then 3.106 MOS-J
cells prepared in 25 μL of PBS were injected.
The skin was closed using a Flexocrin© 5.0
suture. These mice were treated with an intraperitoneal bolus of buprenorphine 0.1 mg/kg;
(iii) subcutaneous injections of 3.106 MOS-J
cells prepared in a 50 μl PBS solution containing matrigel 4.5 g/L were performed after shaving the mouse’s flank. In all cases, the syringes
were stored on ice before the injection.
Model characterization: The primary objective
was to validate the technique and reproducibility of MOS-J tumor cell inoculations in different
injection sites (intra-osseous, intra-muscular/
paratibial, subcutaneous), and to assess tumor
growth kinetics in control C57BL/6 mice in the
absence of treatment. Three groups of 5 mice
were formed, one for each injection site. The
mice were monitored for 28 days from the day
of injection, and tumor growth was assessed by
precise and regular measurement of tumor volume every 3 to 4 days with a caliper. Tumor volume (V) expressed in mm3 was calculated using
the formula V = (L × W × P)/2, where L, W and P
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Figure 2. Mean tumor volume comparison between
murine MOS-J models induced in intra-osseous,
intra-muscular paratibial, and subcutaneous sites.
Thresholds of significance: *: [0.05; 0.01 [, **:
[0.01; 0.001 [, ***: ≤ 0.001.

ed in three dimensions using the 32-bit software CTVox Skyscan. Histologic tumor characterization was performed by standard HE
(hematoxylin-eosin) staining and by immunohisto-chemistry (IHC) for CD146 (vascularization), Ki67 (proliferation) and caspase 3 (apoptosis) markers. For this, the legs with tumors or
subcutaneous tumors were fixed in 10% buffered formaldehyde solution, decalcified if necessary in 4% ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid
solution (EDTA) and 0.2% pH 7.4 paraformaldehyde, embedded in paraffin, cut into 3 μm sections and mounted on slides. CD146, Ki67
(ImmunoRatio [24]), active caspase 3 staining
and necrosis degree evaluation were obtained
with the ImageJ software [25].
Figure 1. Effect of chemotherapy drugs (mafosfamide, cisplatin, and doxorubicin) on MOS-J osteosarcoma cell proliferation. Cell proliferation is given
as a percentage of control.

are the perpendicular diameters of the tumor
in the three space planes [23]. Radiographic
characterization of bone lesions from the intramuscular, paratibial and intra-osseous bone
groups was performed on Day 15 and Day 21
after tumor cell injection under general anesthesia. Bone lesions were also quantified after
sacrifice in the same mice, with the microtomograph Skyscan 1076 (Bruker, Belgium) using
the following acquisition parameters: pixel size
18 microns, 50 kV, Al filter 0.5 mm and 0.6°
rotation phase. The images were reconstructed
using the software NRecon Skyscan then treat-
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Evaluating tolerance and treatment effectiveness in the MOS-J cell line: The aim of this
experiment was to evaluate the safety and efficacy of chemotherapy drugs (doxorubicin, cisplatin, ifosfamide) on the MOS-J model, and to
allow us to choose optimal chemotherapy
doses. 71 mice were injected in the intramuscular/paratibial site with 3.106 MOS-J cells for
this experiment. The tumor volume and growth
kinetics were assessed biweekly. Tolerance to
chemotherapy was evaluated weekly by measuring weight, and by assessing mouse behavior and lethality. Chemotherapy treatment was
initiated when the average tumor volume in one
group exceeded 100 mm3 [26, 27]. The molecules were injected alone, at three different
doses with an intermediate dose for the most
commonly-used dose in the literature [26-31].
The intravenous (retro-orbital) injections were
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Figure 3. Bone lesions analyzed by X-ray profiles of injected legs. Day 15 (A, C), Day 21 (B, D) after tumor cell injection. Intra-osseous injection site (A, B), intra-muscular paratibial injection site (C, D).

all performed biweekly in 50 or 100 μl of PBS
solution: cisplatin 0.5 mg/kg, 2 mg/kg and 4
mg/kg; ifosfamide 10 mg/kg, 50 mg/kg and
100 mg/kg; doxorubicin 0.5 mg/kg, 2 mg/kg
and 4 mg/kg. The control group received injections of 50 μl PBS.
Evaluating the impact of different injection
environments on the effects of monotherapy:
The aim of this experiment was to compare the
therapeutic efficacy of chemotherapeutic molecules on tumor growth in the MOS-J model
induced in different injection sites (paratibial/
intramuscular, intra-osseous and subcutaneous), and to assess the histologic response to
these different treatments. Three groups of 28
mice were established (one group for each
injection zone) and 3.106 MOS-J cells were
injected per mouse. Each group was then divided into 3 sub-groups, receiving different treatments: cisplatin 2 mg/kg, doxorubicin 4 mg/
kg, and ifosfamide 100 mg/kg, plus a control
group. The tumors were characterized histologically by analyzing CD146, Ki67 (ImmunoRatio
application), and caspase 3 staining, and evaluating the degree of necrosis.
Retrospective clinical analysis
In the second part of the study, the main objective was to determine a potential correlation
between the location of residual live tumor
cells on post-chemotherapy resection pieces
and the overall survival of patients with osteo-
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sarcoma (OS2006 cohort of 350 patients) [10].
We initially focused on a pilot phase in ten
patients operated on in Nantes, to assess the
feasibility and potential trends between overall
survival and localization of live tumor cells. The
following criteria were required: patients had
to have been operated on in Nantes, with histological blades available in the archives of
the pathology department. The osteosarcomas
had to be of the osteoblast type in an initial
biopsy carried out before 2012 for a minimum
follow-up period of 3 years (Cohort OS2006).
Huvos and Rosen I, II and III scores were included in this study. Huvos and Rosen scores of IV
were excluded (complete necrosis). Patients
whose biopsies were not available were also
excluded. The location of residual live osteosarcoma cells was evaluated in relation to tissue
type (cancellous bone, cortical bone, cartilage,
soft tissue). General clinical data, together with
tumor (pathology, metastases), surgical (margins, type of resection), medical (adjuvant chemotherapy and neo-adjuvant) and survival data
were also collected. Mapping of the viable
residual tumor cells based on different types of
tissue: cancellous bone, cortical bone, cartilage, and soft tissue, was carried out in coordination with the pathology team, all slides being
read and blind analyzed by a pair of pathologists. Our histology analysis was similar to that
reported in the study by Picci et al [12].
Preferential areas of live cells were determined
using anatomical frame patterns filled during
Am J Cancer Res 2017;7(11):2333-2349
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Figure 4. Bone micro-architecture analysis by micro-CT on Day 28 after tumor cell injection of legs with the tumor.
Tumors were induced by intra-osseous (A-D) or intra-muscular paratibial (E-H) injection. Tridimensional reconstructions with lateral, anterior, medial and posterior view (A, E). Axial mid-diaphyseal view (B, F), frontal view (C, G), and
sagittal view (D, H).

blade proofreading. All sagittal and frontal
blades with a rate of live tumor cells ≥ 1% were
read. Cell density was divided into 2 levels:
high (corresponding to very individualized focal
osteosarcoma colonies) and low, corresponding to diffuse distribution. Histological proofreading was carried out blinded to the survival
outcomes.
Statistical analysis
Data were collected on Microsoft Excel and
analyzed with the GraphPad Prism 7 software.
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In vitro experiments were analyzed with the
IC50 logarithmic curve. The in vivo experiment
results were analyzed between more than two
distinct populations using the ANOVA One-way
(only one condition tested) or Two-way (two conditions tested) test, applying the Sidak test correction for multiple comparisons. Analyses of
two populations were carried out using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. The standard
deviations are shown in the figures. Survival
curves were estimated with the Kaplan-Meyer
test, and the comparison between these curves
was performed using the Log-Rank test. The
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Figure 5. Histological analysis of mice developing MOS-J tumors induced by intra-osseous injection. Longitudinal leg
section with HE staining to assess degree of necrosis (A), IHC staining of tumor at × 5 magnification for proliferation
with Ki67 (B), × 10 for vascularization with CD146 (C) and × 5 for apoptosis with caspase 3 (D). T: Tumor, N: areas
of necrosis.

Figure 6. Histological analysis of necrosis (as a percentage of tumor area), cell proliferation with IHC Ki67 labeling
(expressed as a proliferation index), vascularization with IHC CD146 labeling, and the rate of apoptosis with IHC
caspase 3 labeling. Thresholds of significance: *: [0.05; 0.01 [, **: [0.01; 0.001 [, ***: ≤ 0.001.

alpha risk for all of these tests was set at 5%
with a significance of P < 0.05.
Results
In vitro experiments
Cell proliferation was determined by crystal violet staining in 96-well plates. Mafosfamide (the
metabolized form of ifosfamide), doxorubicin
and cisplatin were added at increased concentrations (from 10 -8 M to 10 -3 M) to fresh culture
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medium. All three treatments induced a cytotoxic effect on the MOS-J osteosarcoma cell
line, but with varying patterns (Figure 1). All the
compounds tested inhibited tumor cell proliferation in vitro, with a mean of median inhibitory
concentrations (IC50) of 1.09 μM (1.43 and
0.69 μM) for cisplatin (two independent series
of experiments), 0.11 μM (0.14 and 0.07 μM)
for doxorubicin, and 4.90 μM (4.57 and 5.22
μM) for mafosfamide (Figure 1). These in vitro
experiments allowed us to both validate the
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185.9 mm2 (Figure 2). These
tumor volumes were, however, significantly higher than
the average volume of the
tumors induced by cell injection in the subcutaneous site
(mean tumor volume of 222.6
± 56.2 mm2 on D28, respectively P = 0.0049 and P =
0.0056 compared with the
intra-osseous and intra-muscular models). All injected
mice developed a tumor after
injection of 3.106 MOS-J cells.
Radiographic morphological
analysis was performed on
D15 and D21 after tumor cell
injection, and revealed for the
intra-osseous site a progressive evolution in metaphyseal
heterogeneity with osteolysis
and sclerosis (Figure 3). For
the paratibial injection site,
the images evoked a periosteal reaction with cortical
sclerosis (Figure 3).
Micro CT morphometric analysis was performed 28 days
post-injection, when the mice
were sacrificed (Figure 4). Mice with intra-osseous injecFigure 7. Kinetics of average tumor volumes according to treatment (cisplattions predominantly developin, doxorubicin, ifosfamide) at different doses. The treatment was introduced
ed metaphyseal lesions with
on D15. Thresholds of significance: *: [0.05; 0.01 [, **: [0.01; 0.001 [, ***:
cancellous bone heterogene≤ 0.001.
ity. For mice with intra-muscular paratibial injections, the
damage predominated in the periosteal region,
sensitivity of the MOS-J cell line to the 3 chemowith thickening of the anterior cortical.
therapy molecules of interest, and develop in
vivo approaches in models induced from this
Histological analysis of vascularization (CDcell line.
146), proliferation (Ki67) and apoptosis (caspase 3) was performed by standard HE stainIn vivo experiments
ing, as well as by immunolabeling of a repreModel characterization: Tumor growth was
sentative tumor (median tumor volume) in the
compared in C57BL/6J mice in models induced
group induced by the intra-osseous site injecby injection of 3.106 MOS-J cells into different
tion, as well as intra-muscular paratibial injecsites (intra-muscular paratibial, intra-osseous,
tion (Figure 5). Three sections spaced at least
subcutaneous). No significant difference was
one millimeter apart were analyzed with HE
observed in tumor growth between the models
staining for these two groups. For tumors from
induced in the intra-osseous and intra-muscuthe subcutaneous injection site, three tumor
lar paratibial sites, with respective average volvolumes were analyzed with HE staining at two
umes on D28 after tumor cell injection (end of
different levels, spaced at least one millimeter
experiment) of 628.8 mm2 ± 230.1 and 547 ±
apart. Only soft tissue not subjected to decalci-
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For the proliferation rate assessed by Ki67
labeling, no significant difference was observed between the proliferation index values of
tumors induced in the intra-muscular paratibial
(23.6% ± 1.83), intra-osseous (12.15% ± 6.57)
and subcutaneous (26.67% ± 3.73) sites. Similarly, no significant differences were observed regarding vascularization, with values of
190.81 ± 31.87 CD146 positive cells/mm2 for
the intra-muscular paratibial site, 260.04 ±
80.97 for the intra-osseous site, and 219.6 ±
26.96 for the subcutaneous site. Regarding
apoptosis (caspase 3 staining), a significant
difference was measured by the One-Way
ANOVA test between the apoptosis index in the
model induced in the subcutaneous intra-osseous sites (respectively 2.83% ± 0.87 and 0.94
± 0.17%, difference of 1.89%, 95% CI [0.20;
3.57]; P = 0.03), with the apoptosis index of
tumors induced in the intra-muscular paratibial
site being 1.49% ± 0.34 (Figure 6).

Figure 8. Kinetics of average tumor volumes according to different injection sites and treatments (cisplatin 2 mg/kg, doxorubicin 4 mg/kg, ifosfamide 100
mg/kg and control group). The treatment was introduced on D12. Thresholds of significance: *: [0.05;
0.01 [, **: [0.01; 0.001 [, ***: ≤ 0.001.

fication was analyzed with IHC to ensure better
comparability. HE staining of histological sections was quantified with the ImageJ software
with necrosis areas determined relative to the
whole surface of the tumor. For CD146 and
caspase 3 staining, IHC analysis was conducted through a semi-automated enforcement
macro used in the laboratory. The analysis of
Ki67 labeling was performed using the ImageJ
ImmunoRatio software.
Regarding necrosis, a significant difference
was measured by the one-way ANOVA test
between the tumor necrosis rate in tumors
induced in the subcutaneous site (7.88% ±
1.18) and in the intra-muscular paratibial site
(4.03% ± 2.06, difference of 3.85%, 95% CI
[0.62; 7.08]; P = 0.02). No significant difference
was observed in the tumor necrosis rate
between tumors induced by subcutaneous
injection and intra-osseous tumors 4.69% ±
1.30 (difference of 3.20%, 95% CI [-0.03;
6.42]).
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Evaluating tolerance and treatment effectiveness on MOS-J models: The treatments were
administered biweekly to the mice at three
increasing doses. A control group was injected
with a PBS solution with the same volume. We
did not observe major weight loss secondary to
chemotherapy (weight loss averages remained
below 10% even at the highest doses). On the
other hand, one mouse died on D29 in the cisplatin 4 mg/kg group, due to intolerance in the
absence of an obvious cause. The mice in this
group appeared to slow down, with a decrease
in vivacity. The cisplatin 4 mg/kg dose was considered to be poorly tolerated. Cisplatin inhibits
tumor growth at doses of 2 mg/kg and 4 mg/
kg with a threshold at the dose of 2 mg/kg.
40 days post-injection, the difference was highly significant (ANOVA One-Way test). A significant difference of 770.7 mm3 95% CI [233.7;
1307.7] between the cisplatin 2 mg/kg (686.7
mm3 ± 216.0) and the control groups was
observed. For doxorubicin, only the dose of 4
mg/kg inhibits tumor growth, with a significant
difference compared to the control group of
756.0 mm3 95% CI [284.3; 1227.6] and an
average tumor volume of 701.4 mm3 ± 205.1
on day 40. For the group treated with ifosfamide, the dose of 100 mg/kg inhibits tumor
growth, with a significant difference of 779.8
mm3 compared to the control 95% CI [251.2;
1308.5] and an average tumor volume of 677.6
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models were not significantly different on D28 (One-Way
ANOVA test) (Figure 8). In the
subcutaneous model, we were unable to draw any conclusions because of tumor failure. A significant difference
in tumor volume of 236.8
mm3 ± 76.26 was observed
on D28 with treatment with
doxorubicin 4 mg/kg (P =
Figure 9. Kinetics of average tumor volumes in doxorubicin 4 mg/kg and the
control group in intra-muscular paratibial and intra-osseous injection sites.
0.024) between the intraThe treatment was introduced on D12. Thresholds of significance: *: [0.05;
osseous and intra-muscular
0.01 [, **: [0.01; 0.001 [, ***: ≤ 0.001.
paratibial models using the
Two-Way ANOVA test. These
results suggest that the response to doxorubimm3 ± 384.4 on day 40. The doses of cisplatin
cin varies in relation to the microenvironment
2 mg/kg, doxorubicin 4 mg/kg and ifosfamide
(Figure 9).
100 mg/kg were then selected (Figure 7).
Evaluating the impact of different injection
environments on the effects of monotherapy:
Growth kinetics study: the treatment injections
were performed biweekly and started as soon
as the average tumor volume in one of the
groups exceeded 100 mm3. They were started
on D12 for this manipulation.
In the intra-muscular paratibial model, significant differences in mean tumor volume were
observed on D28 between ifosfamide 100 mg/
kg (195.9 mm3 ± 130.6; 95% CI [75.08, 316.6])
and the control group (519.9 mm3 ± 518.4;
95% CI [370.7; 669.0]) and between cisplatin 2
mg/kg (303.0 mm3 ± 90.7; 95% CI [219.2,
386.8]) and the control group (One-Way ANOVA,
P = 0.03). Doxorubicin 4 mg/kg (376.6 mm3 ±
183.9; 95% CI [205.6, 545.7]) did not induce a
significant inhibitory effect on D28 in this
model.
In the intra-osseous model, a significant difference in tumor volume of 301.2 mm3 95% CI
[47.8; 554.7] was observed on D28 between
doxorubicin 4 mg/kg (138.8 mm3 ± 27.8; 95%
CI [109.9; 167.8]) and the control group (440.1
mm3 ± 248.3; 95% CI [210.4; 669.7]; One-Way
ANOVA test; P = 0.038). No difference was
observed between cisplatin 2 mg/kg (211.2
mm3 ± 144.4; 95% CI [59.7; 362.7]) and the
control group, or between ifosfamide 100 mg/
kg (266.4 mm3 ± 200.0; 95% CI [81.4, 451.4])
and the control group. The control groups for
the intra-muscular paratibial and intra-osseous
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Histological analysis was performed by standard hematoxylin eosin (HE) staining, as well as
by immunolabeling of vascularization, proliferation and apoptosis (respectively by CD146,
Ki67, and caspase 3 assessment). A significant
difference in necrosis rates of 9.78%; 95% CI
[0.09; 19.47] was observed with doxorubicin 4
mg/kg between the intra-muscular paratibial
model (3.80% ± 3.48) and the intra-osseous
model (13.59% ± 9.24) (Two-Way ANOVA test, P
= 0.045). No other significant difference could
be observed within the same treatment between the intra-muscular paratibial and intraosseous models. Regarding Ki67 proliferation,
vascularization by CD146 as well as caspase 3
markers, no significative difference could be
shown between the various treatments or for
the different sites by the ANOVA Two-Way multiple comparison test (Figure 10).
Retrospective analysis
General data: The population used in our study
included 10 patients (Table 1) with a sex ratio
of 1.5, an average age at diagnosis of 17.4
years ± 4.9 (range: 9-24 years). In six out of 10
cases (60%), the osteosarcoma was localized
in the lower femur, and pathological fractures
were present 3 times out of 10 (30%). The
resection margins were R0 for all the patients
in the series (absence of resection margin
invasion).
Histologic mapping: The population presented
a Huvos and Rosen score of III in 8 cases, one
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Figure 10. Histological analysis of necrosis (percentage of necrosis relative to the tumor area), cell proliferation with
IHC labeling of Ki67 (expressed as a proliferation index), vascularization with IHC CD146 labeling, apoptosis with
IHC cell labeling of caspase 3. Thresholds of significance: *: [0.05; 0.01 [, **: [0.01; 0.001 [, ***: ≤ 0.001.

had a score of II with 13% viable cells, and one
case a score of I with 80% viable cells (Table 2).
The initial tumor had affected both the spongy,
cortical and soft tissues in all cases, but had
reached the cartilage only once. Cells remained
alive in the soft tissues in 70% of cases, in cancellous bone in 100% of cases, in cortical tissue in 80% of cases, and in the cartilage in 0%,
even in the case of extra-articular excision.
When viable cells formed focal colonies, they
could affect spongy bone alone, or spongy
bone and cortical bone, or the association of
spongy bone, cortical bone, and soft tissue. No
residual viable cell colony was identified within
the cartilage (Figure 11).
2343

Survival analysis: A significant difference in survival was shown between scores ≥ 3 (8 cases)
and scores ≤ 2 (score II and score I) by the LogRank test (P < 0.001) (Figure 12).
However, we did not observe any significant difference in survival between patients with viable
soft-tissue osteosarcoma cells (7 cases) and
others (3 cases), or between patients with focal
(8 cases) or diffuse repartition (2 cases) of
these cells (Figure 13).
Feasibility: We were able to map viable cells
remaining on the tumor with the help of anatomopathologists. The analysis focused only on
the slides with a viable cell rate > 1%, defined
Am J Cancer Res 2017;7(11):2333-2349
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Table 1. General data-patients with osteoblastic osteosarcoma
Patients
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sex
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female

Age
19
19
20
11
24
9
15
22
14
21

Location
Distal femur
Distal femur
Distal femur
Distal femur
Medium femur
Proximal tibia
Distal femur
Proximal humerus
Distal femur
Complete femur

Fracture
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Metastasis
No
No
No
Pulmonary
No
No
No
No
No
No

Excision
Extra-articular
Articular
Articular
Articular
Intercalary
Articular
Articular
Extra-articular
Extra-articular
Femorectomy

Margins
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0

Table 2. Initial anatomopathological data (Huvos and Rosen scores) and then as observed during the
study (location of the necrotic tumor and viable osteosarcoma cells, as well as their density)
Patients

Huvos & Rosen

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Score
III
III
II
III
III
III
I
III
III
III

%
3.5
5
13
1.3
3
4.2
80
1.3
7.4
3

Soft tissue
Necrosis Viable
Yes
Focal
Yes
No
Yes
Focal
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
No
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
No
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal

Tumor Location
Cancellous bone
Cortical bone
Necrosis Viable Necrosis
Viable
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal
Yes
No
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
Diffuse
Yes
Focal
Yes
No
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal
Yes
Focal

during the initial analysis. It was impossible to
identify well-defined colonies due to the extent
and low density of the osteosarcoma cells in
some patients. In these cases, the term “diffuse distribution” was chosen, with the cells
present in soft tissue, cortical bone and cancellous bone.
Discussion
The origin of this work is based on the clinical
observation that certain osteosarcoma patients defined as good responders to neo-adjuvant chemotherapy by the Huvos and Rosen
score (about 25%) will nevertheless relapse or
go metastatic [9, 11]. Our research project is
based on recent interest in microenvironment
as a means of understanding tumor mechanisms in oncological research [13-15]. We
hypothesize that the microenvironment influences the histological response to chemothera2344

Cartilage
Necrosis
Viable
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

py in osteosarcoma, depending on the different
types of tissue invaded. Cellular, architectural,
biological and chemical variability may be at
the origin of such regulation.
In this context, two complementary approaches
were carried out to support our hypothesis: (i)
a retrospective anatomopathological analysis
was performed on excision pieces from ten
patients from the OS2006 cohort [10]. A potential correlation was evaluated between the
localization of residual viable tumor cells and
patient survival. The purpose of this pilot study
was to assess feasibility and potential trends;
(ii) complementary preclinical modeling was
also performed to study the concept of response to chemotherapy that depends on the
environment. Different tumoral microenvironments were mimicked by inducing several
mouse models of syngenic osteosarcoma following intra-muscular paratibial, intra-osseous,
and subcutaneous injection of tumor cells.
Am J Cancer Res 2017;7(11):2333-2349
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for the three molecules tested. There are no results on
these molecules on the MOS-J
cell line in the literature to our
knowledge [34].
The murine MOS-J osteosarcoma cell line was used to
develop the corresponding
syngeneic model in C57BL/6J
mice, allowing us to take into
account the immune system,
which is crucial for studying
the influence of the microenvironment. These experiments
need to be reproduced in
other models of syngenic osteosarcoma (murine K7M2,
POS-1), as well as in models
Figure 11. Frontal section of the distal femur resection piece of patient n°1.
induced from human biopsies
Schematic representation of areas where viable tumor cells were observed
(A), in black: focal colonies with high cell density (one between soft tissues,
(PDX models) or cell lines in
cortical bone and cancellous bone, the other in cancellous bone), in green:
Nude mice, even if the imnecrotic tumor. Picture identifying the different slides with percentage of remune compartment does not
sidual viable tumor cells in red (B).
totally imitate the human situation. We were thus able to
compare the responses of chemotherapy-resistant or -sensitive tumors as a means of assessing the potential role of different environments
in the respective responses.

Figure 12. Survival curves according to Huvos and
Rosen score. Thresholds of significance: *: [0.05;
0.01 [, **: [0.01; 0.001 [, ***: ≤ 0.001.

In vitro experiments allowed us to demonstrate
MOS-J line sensitivity to the therapeutic molecules selected for our research project (cisplatin, ifosfamide, doxorubicin), chosen for their
use in the treatment of osteosarcoma. These
molecules are most often used as part of the
API-AI protocol [10, 32, 33] as an alternative to
high dose methotrexate in patients over the
age of 18. The proliferation inhibition observed
in vitro allowed us to develop models induced
with the same MOS-J cells in C57BL/6J mice
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Of the three models we developed in the in vivo
experiments, the subcutaneous-induced model
has never been described in the literature with
MOS-J cells. In the first set of experiments, all
tumors developed, reaching a minimum volume
of 150 mm3 on D28 (making histological analysis possible). However, we did not succeed in
reproducing these results in our second subcutaneous model (tumor volume regressions
were observed and no tumors had exceeded
the volume of 125 mm3 on D28). The intra-muscular paratibial model induced with MOS-J cells
with tumor initiation in muscle tissue in
C57BL/6J mice is well described in the literature [22, 35] and is frequently used in our laboratory for its easy handling and reproducibility.
The intra-osseous model is the one that best
reproduces osteosarcoma development in
humans (as cancellous bone is the tumor
niche). In spite of this advantage, from a technical point of view it has greater complexity, with
several protocols described [36, 37]. The protocol we used is based on the one described by
Uluçkan et al [37]. This model is mastered in
our study with satisfactory reproducibility.
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perfusion or functional imaging may better
evaluate tissue perfusion [44, 45]. It is therefore necessary to better characterize the microenvironment in order to understand this difference in therapeutic response: quantitative
analysis by direct immunofluorescence would
allow us to assess doxorubicin tissue penetration in relation to the different microenvironments [46, 47], evaluating hypoxia and pH
roles should also be studied between the different models [47], as should characterizing
the immune microenvironment by IHC to identify the macrophages and lymphocytes infiltrating the tumors.
Figure 13. Survival curves according to the presence
of viable tumor cells in soft tissues. Ns: not significant.

A significant difference in therapeutic response between the intra-muscular paratibial and
intra-osseous models was only observed for
doxorubicin 4 mg/kg, and not for ifosfamide
100 mg/kg or cisplatin 2 mg/kg. The inhibitory
effect of doxorubicin on tumor progression was
moderate in the intra-muscular model, while
it significantly inhibited intra-osseous tumor
growth, with low dispersion in tumor volumes.
Histological analysis indicated a higher rate of
tumor necrosis in the intra-osseous model
treated with doxorubicin 4 mg/kg than in the
intra-muscular model, confirming the histological difference in response to treatment between these two sites. The following hypothesis
may explain this phenomenon: initial tumor
growth in cancellous bone in the intra-osseous
model may facilitate the diffusion of doxorubicin directly in contact with the tumor due to its
strong vascularization. Conversely, the intramuscular model, because of its aberrant neovascularization, may limit the diffusion of this
molecule [12, 38]. Moreover, doxorubicin has
limited deep tumor penetration: concentration
gradients in tissue distribution have been
reported for this molecule in breast cancer and
murine models [21, 39, 40]. There may be several explanations for this finding: precarious
vasculature, hypoxia or acid pH [21, 41-43], for
example. This difference is potentially related
to the tumor microenvironment even though we
did not observe any difference in CD146 labeling in our series. However, other methodological approaches could be proposed: for example, in future experiments, histology focused on
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The second part of our study concerned a retrospective anatomopathological analysis which
was initially limited to a pilot phase in ten
patients from the OS2006 cohort [10], implying
that caution is required when interpreting our
results. We evaluated feasibility and potential
trends, focusing the analysis on the tissue
localization of viable residual osteosarcoma
cells in surgical resection pieces. Analyzing the
tissue localization of viable osteosarcoma cells
with the help of trained pathologists did not
reveal any particular technical problems. Viable
cells presented as either well-defined focal colonies or were dispersed in diffuse form, affecting all tissues. This re-analysis was relatively
rapid, limited to slides with more than one percent of viable tumor cells. However, limitations
linked to the lack of reproducibility inherent to
the subjectivity of the histological analysis are
possible. The results obtained in our study differ from those of Picci et al [12], who identified
preferential survival zones in soft tissue in 63%
of cases (versus 70% in our study). On the other
hand, those authors only observed a 58% survival rate in spongy zones, compared to 100%
in our study. Our results need to be weighted in
relation to the small number studied, the possible differences in analysis protocol, and evolution in chemotherapy protocols.
Despite its small size, our series confirms the
effectiveness of the Huvos and Rosen score
with regard to the prognostic evaluation of survival. Patients with a Huvos and Rosen score ≤
2 have a higher probability of death according
to the literature [5-7]. On the other hand, we did
not find any significant difference in survival
between the different localizations of residual
viable tumor cells. A potential severity criterion
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regarding the presence of viable cells in soft
tissues should be re-evaluated, with 100% survival for patients without soft tissue involvement versus 62.5% for others. Tissue microenvironment (vascularization, pH, oxygenation,
etc) may explain this difference in chemotherapy response, with limited efficacy of the molecules in these tumor localizations. This would
represent areas of potential chemotherapy
resistance, with potentially higher metastatic
power. A larger cohort is needed to explore this
hypothesis.
Our translational study nevertheless seems to
show a convergence of the two approaches
developed. The location of viable tumor cells in
soft tissues, correlated with poor potential
prognosis (based on the retrospective anatomopathological analysis), may be related to the
decreased efficacy of doxorubicin observed in
the intra-muscular paratibial preclinical model
(where the tumor was initially localized in the
muscular soft tissues). This study also validated our different preclinical models of osteosarcoma as being representative of the microenvironment for the study of resistance to
chemotherapy.
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